We study the complexity of deciding bisimilarity between non-deterministic processes with explicit primitives for manipulating data values. In particular, we consider a language with value-passing (input/output of data) and parametric de nitions of processes. We distinguish the case in which data cannot be tested and the case in which a simple equality test over data is permitted.
Introduction
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in process calculi with explicit primitives to manipulate data values. In particular, several enriched versions of Milner's CCS Mil80, Mil89, JP93, HL95, HL93] have been studied. In pure, i.e. data-less, process calculi such as CCS, beside standard operators for describing behaviours of processes (such as non-determinism + and parallel composition j) only pure-synchronization actions (also called \pure" actions) are provided. By contrast, process calculi with explicit treatment of data contain primitives for expressing transmission and receipt of values at communication ports: this feature is known as value-passing. Using the notation of Mil80], output of v at port a is written av:, while input at a is written a(x):; here the variable x acts as a formal parameter. Besides being exchanged, usually data values can be used as parameters in recursively de ned processes and tested by means of predicates to control the execution ow. Languages with explicit manipulation of values permit a natural description of realistic systems.
As an example, the recursively de ned process C(x):
C(x) ( x < o](a(y):C(y) + bx:C(x)) + x o]Error(x) speci es a memory cell whose initial content is a number x; as long as this content is less than an over ow value o, the cell can either receive a new value at a, or transmit its content at b; as soon as the value x equals or exceeds o, a recovery process Error is called.
A very peculiar kind of value-passing language is Milner, Parrow and Walker's -calculus MPW92] , where the values being exchanged among processes are communication ports themselves (name-passing). This permits the description of systems with dynamical communication linkage.
When analysing concurrent systems, a central problem is to be able to decide whether two given descriptions (usually regarded as a speci cation and as an implementation) are equivalent or not, according to a chosen notion of equivalence (veri cation). The algebraic aspects of this problem are becoming now well-understood, also for value-passing processes HL93, PS95, BD94]. On the contrary, a lot of questions concerning the decidability and the computational complexity of veri cation remain unanswered. A basic problem is to determine meaningful fragments of the calculi with values over which the veri cation problem is decidable. Then, a fundamental issue is to determine the abstract computational complexity of each of these fragments w.r.t. verication. Answering such questions would improve our understanding of the mathematical nature of processes. In practical cases, it could provide us with useful information to locate sources of ine ciency. In the present work, we will try to address some of these issues. We will restrict our attention to one of the most widely studied equivalences, Milner's bisimulation equivalence (also called \bisimilarity"), written and described e.g. in Mil89] .
For processes manipulating values, a non-trivial aspect of the problem is that they have usually an operational description in terms of an in nite state-transition graph (they are in nite state), at least if the domain of data values is in nite. This is due to the fact that each input action a(x): gives rise to in nitely many actual transitions, one for each di erent value. In JP93], Jonsson and Parrow concentrate on a particular class of processes with values, the data independent ones, which cannot test data nor perform any kind of operation over them. They prove that the bisimilarity problem for such processes can be transformed into a bisimilarity problem for nite-state processes. For the latter, decision algorithms exist PT87, KS90] , which are polynomial in the sizes of the involved graphs (that can be however much larger than the syntactical size of the processes). A detailed comparison of our work with JP93] is contained in Section 9.
In the present paper, we consider a calculus for describing non-deterministic processes that should be naturally embedded in every \reasonable" language with explicit data manipulation.
More precisely, besides permitting the execution of pure actions, we allow data values to be exchanged, used as parameters in recursive de nitions and tested for equality. The latter is done via the matching predicate a = b], also considered in the -calculus MPW92] . This is perhaps the most elementary form of test one would admit on data. Not even negative tests, to decide inequality of data, are permitted.
Our goal is to classify and separate the computational complexity, w.r.t. the syntactical size of processes, of the two basic operations for manipulating data, value-passing and parametric recursive de nitions. This will be done both for the data-independent case (where matching is excluded) and for the data-dependent one (where matching is included). More precisely, in each of the two cases, we consider separately three (sub-)languages, obtained from the calculus with pure actions and non-deterministic choice by adding either or both of value-passing and recursive de nitions. Then we asses the decidability and the di erence in complexity of these languages. In this analysis, we refer to the complexity classes NP, coNP, PSPACE and EXP (the latter contains the rst three and PSPACE contains the rst two, see e.g. BC93] ).
In the data-independent regime, we rst note that the bisimilarity problem is solvable in polynomial time for the calculi allowing either, but not both, of recursive de nitions or value-passing. For the calculus allowing both these primitives, we then prove that the problem is PSPACE-hard. This improves on a NP-hardness result due to Jonsson and Parrow. In the data-dependent regime, we rst show that, in the sublanguage with value-passing but no recursive de nitions, the bisimilarity problem is decidable and coNP-complete. Then we analyze the complexity of the full language, with both value-passing and recursive de nitions. We show that this language can be compositionally translated down to the fragment without value-passing, in a way that preserves bisimulation equivalence. The translation can be carried out in a time polynomial in the sizes of the processes. The result is interesting for two reasons. First, it gives us a procedure for deciding the bisimilarity problem in the full language, since the problem is easily seen to be decidable in the fragment without value-passing. Second, it ensures that the problem for the fragment without value-passing is just as complex as for the full language. It is important to point out that the matching predicate plays a crucial role in the de nition of the translation. We then prove that bisimilarity for the full language is EXP-hard. To the best of authors' knowledge, the latter represents the highest complexity lower-bound ever determined for a decidable bisimilarity over a meaningful language.
Finally, we consider adding to the language a binary parallel composition operator (P j Q).
We show that, for a restricted format of the resulting calculus, where parallel composition does not appear inside recursive de nitions ( nite-control processes), the bisimilarity problem is still decidable and EXP-complete (this implies that the fragments without parallel compositions are all in EXP).
To sum up, in the absence of matching, value-passing and recursive de nitions are separately tractable, but if we join them together the bisimilarity problem becomes very complex (PSPACEhard). If matching is allowed, the presence of value-passing itself makes the problem coNP-complete. By contrast, the presence of recursive de nitions themselves makes the problem EXP-complete; then, the adding of value-passing and of (a limited form of) parallel composition does not increase neither the expressive nor the computational power. These results are also summarized in Table 1 .
The most important conclusion we can draw out of this analysis is that, in the presence of values, most of the complexity is not due to value-passing, nor to parallel composition, but to parametric recursive de nitions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, syntax and semantics of the considered language are presented, and a few notions from complexity theory are recalled. Section 3 establishes some basic properties of operational semantics and bisimulation that will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Section 4 deals with the complexity of data-independent processes. As to datadependent processes, value-passing is dealt with in Section 5, while the relationship between the language with all the primitives for handling values and the fragment without value-passing is investigated in Section 6. In Section 7, we establish that these two calculi are EXP-hard. Section 8 deals with a language with parallel composition in addition. Comparison with related work and conclusive remarks are contained in Section 9.
Preliminaries

The language
Below, we present rst the syntax and then operational and bisimulation semantics of the language. The notation we use is that of value-passing CCS Mil80, Mil89] and of -calculus MPW92]. We assume the following sets: a countable set Act of pure actions or communications ports, ranged over by a; a 0 ; : : :; a countable set V ar of variables, ranged over by x; y; : : :; a set V al of values, ranged over by v; v 0 ; : : :, containing at least two distinct elements; a countable set Ide of identi ers each having a non-negative arity. Ide is ranged over by Id and capital letters and is disjoint from the previous sets.
A value expression is either a variable or a value. Value expressions are ranged over by e; e 0 ; : : :. We also consider the set Act = fa j a 2 Actg of co-actions, which represent output synchronizations. The set Act Act will be ranged over by c.
The set of terms of our language, ranged over by P; Q; : : :, is given by the operators of pure synchronization pre x, input pre x, output pre x, non-determinism, matching and identi er, according to the following grammar:
P ::= c:P j a(x):P j ae:P j X i2I P i j e 1 = e 2 ]P j Id(e 1 ; : : :; e k )
where k is the arity of Id. We always assume that the index set I in P i2I P i is nite and sometimes write P 1 + + P n for P i2f1;:::;ng P i . When I is empty, we use the symbol 0: 0 def = P i2; P i . We will sometimes abbreviate :0 simply as , for any action pre x :
An occurrence of a variable x in a term P is said to be bound if it is within the scope of an input pre x a(x); otherwise it is said a free occurrence. The set of variables which have a bound occurrence in P is denoted by bvar(P), while the set of variables which have a free occurrence in P is denoted by fvar(P); var(P) is bvar(P) fvar(P). We de ne val(P) as the set of values occurring in P. The size of a term P, indicated by jPj, is the number of symbols appearing in it; e.g., if P = a(x):ax:a 0 :0 + Id(x) then jPj = 9.
We indicate by fv 1 =x 1 ; : : :; v n =x n g, n 0, the simultaneous substitution of the distinct variables x 1 ; : : :; x n with the values v 1 ; : : :; v n . This may involve renaming of bound names with fresh names, as usual, to prevent captures of free names (see MPW92]). We we let alsox (resp.ṽ) range over tuples of variables (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) (resp. of values (v 1 ; : : :; v n )), and abbreviate often fv 1 =x 1 ; : : :; v n =x n g as fṽ=xg. We let ; ; 0 ; : : : range over substitutions; composition of two substitutions and 0 is de ned as expected and indicated by 0 . We also extend val and var over substitutions in the obvious way, by letting val(fṽ=xg) =ṽ and var(fṽ=xg) =x. By a slight abuse of notation, expressions such as val(P; Q; ) will be used to indicate val(P) val(Q) val( ); furthermore,x (resp.ṽ) will be used sometimes also to indicate a set of variables (resp. values), rather than a tuple.
We presuppose an arbitrarely xed nite set Eq of identi ers de nitions, each of the form Id(x 1 ; : : :; x k ) ( P where k 0 is the arity of Id. We require that the x i are pairwise distinct and that fvar(P) fx 1 ; : : :; x k g. In Eq, each identi er has a single de nition. The requirement for the set Eq to be nite is motivated by the fact that we are only interested in syntactically nite processes.
Note that we have not made any assumption on whether the sets V ar, V al and Act are pairwise disjoint or not. We will consider two particularly interesting cases:
Act, V ar and V al are pairwise disjoint. This gives rise to a sublanguage of value-passing CCS Mil80, Mil89] and will be referred to as the simple value-passing case. Act = V ar = V al. This gives rise to a sublanguage of the -calculus MPW92] and will be referred to as the name-passing case. Most of our results will not depend on a particular such assumption. All results, but one in Section 7, do not depend on whether V al is nite or in nite (though, of course, if the name-passing assumption is made, V al must be in nite, since Act is).
A process term P is said to be closed if fvar(P) ? V al = ; ; in this case, P is said to be a process. According to this de nition, all terms are processes in a name-passing setting. Processes are the terms we are most interested in. As we shall see, bisimulation semantics will be de ned only over the set of processes.
Since we are interested in determining the contributions of di erent operators to the complexity of deciding bisimilarity, it is convenient to single di erent (sub-)languages out of the syntax de ned From now on, we will omit the adjective \strong".
Complexity classes, hard problems, and alternating Turing machines
In the paper, we will measure the complexity of deciding bisimilarity between P and Q with a set of identi er de nitions Eq, in function of the sum of the syntactical sizes of P, Q and of the terms occurring in Eq.
We will deal with the complexity classes P, NP, coNP, PSPACE, LIN-EXP and EXP and with the notions of polynomial reducibility, hardness and completeness. Let us denote by DTIME(f(n)) (respectively, SPACE(f(n))) the class of languages decidable by deterministic Turing machines that, for any input x of size n, halt within f(n) steps (respectively, use at most f(n) cells of the tape). Let also NTIME(f(n)) be the class of languages decidable by non-deterministic Turing machines that, for any input x of size n, halt within f(n) steps. Then P def = k>1 DTIME(n k ); NP def = k>1 NTIME(n k ) ; coNP is the set of languages whose complement is in NP, PSPACE def = k>1 SPACE(n k ); LIN-EXP def = k>1 DTIME(2 kn ); and EXP def = k>1 DTIME(2 n k ) :
It is known that P NP; coNP PSPACE EXP, and it is strongly conjectured that all these classes are distinct. Furthermore, P LIN-EXP EXP and the these three classes are provably distinct. A problem is hard for a class C if every problem in C is polynomial-time reducible to it; a C-hard problem is said to be C-complete if it belongs to C. It is easy to show that a problem is De nition 2.4 A con guration of an ATM AT is a string c = (q 1 ; s 1 ; : : :; q n ; s n ) 2 ((Q f?g) ) such that exactly one index j 2 f1; : : :; ng exists such that q j 6 = ?.
Intuitively, c = (?; s 1 ; : : :; ?; s j?1 ; q; s j ; ?; s j+1 ; : : :; ?; s n ) represents the global state of machine AT when n cells of the tape have been used, the head is on the j-th cell, the content of the tape is s 1 ; : : :; s n , and the nite control is in state q. We will denote by GC AT the set of con gurations of machine AT. A con guration is said to be halting (respectively, existential, universal) if it contains a halting (respectively, existential, universal) state. The initial con guration of AT with input x = (x 1 ; : : :; x k ) is c 0 (x) def = (q 0 ; x 1 ; ?; x 2 ; : : :; ?; x k ).
With a slight abuse of notation, we will denote by ( c) the set of con gurations c' such that c can evolve in one step into c' according to the relation . Whenever c 0 2 ( c) we will write c` c 0 . Let` be the transitive and re exive closure of`: we will denote by GC AT(x) the set f c 2 GC AT j c 0 (x)` cg and call it the computation tree of AT with input x. In this paper we shall only consider time-bounded ATM's, that is, machines having a nite computation tree for any input.
Acceptance is de ned in a quite involved way for general ATM's (see CKS81] ). In the case of timed bounded ATM's, however, a much simpler inductive de nition can be given.
De nition 2.5 (Acceptance) Let AT be a time-bounded ATM, x be a string, c 2 GC AT(x) be a con guration.
1. If c is a halting con guration, then we say that c is an accepting con guration if it contains an accepting state, otherwise we say that it is a rejecting con guration.
2. If c is an universal con guration, then we say that it is accepting if all the con gurations in ( c) are accepting, otherwise we say that it is rejecting. 3. If c is an existential con guration, then we say that it is accepting if at least one con guration in ( c) is accepting, otherwise we say that it is rejecting.
We say that AT accepts input x if the initial con guration of AT with input x is accepting. A language L is decided by an alternating Turing machine AT if AT accepts x if and only if x 2 L.
The following theorem has been proved by Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer. Using standard techniques from the theory of Turing machines, we may assume without loss of generality that the AT L of the above theorem's statement is such that, for any input x of size n, only the cells of the tape containing x are accessed, all the computation paths of AT(x) have the same length and if c 2 GC AT(x) is a universal (respectively, existential) con guration, then all the con gurations in ( c) are existential (respectively, universal). In the following, we shall call such a machine a canonical linear-space alternating Turing machine.
Basic Properties of the Language
In this section, we will de ne some concepts and x some properties of the language which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. We will rst de ne precisely subterms and then the bisimulation up-to proof technique; nally an alternative characterization of will be proven. The latter is the most relevant result of the section. Throughout the section, terms are assumed to be taken from the full language L m;v;r .
The standard de nition of subterm has to be slightly extended to cope with identi ers.
De nition 3.1 (Subterms) We say that P is a subterm of Q if P Q, where is the smallest re exive and transitive binary relation over L m;v;r generated by the following axioms: P :P We now come to bisimulation. A rst useful fact about it derives immediately from the rules of operational semantics.
Lemma 3.3 For any identi er de nition Id(ỹ) ( P in Eq, Id(ṽ) Pfṽ=ỹg.
In the proof of reduction from L m;v;r to L m;r , we will exploit a proof technique due to Milner.
Intuitively, it allows us to match process derivatives \up to" bisimilarity. We indicate composition of relation by juxtaposition. Thus P 0 R Q 0 below means that there exist P 00 and Q 00 s.t. P 0 P 00 and P 00 RQ 00 and Q 00 Q 0 .
De nition 3.4 (Bisimulation up to ) Let R be a symmetric binary relation over processes. R is a bisimulation up to if, whenever P R Q and P ?! P 0 , there exists Q 0 such that Q ?! Q 0 and Q 0 R P 0 .
The proof of the following theorem, which states the soundness of the technique, is reported in Mil89].
Theorem 3.5 Let R be a bisimulation up to and let P; Q be two processes. Then P R Q implies P Q.
We will rely on a \ nitary" characterization of bisimulation. It di ers from the standard one in that, on the input action clause, case-analysis on just a nite set of values is required. In the sequel, we say that a value v is fresh for an agent term P if v does not occur in the P, nor in the set Eq.
De nition 3.6 (F-bisimulation) Let R be a symmetric relation over processes. We say that R is a F-bisimulation if, whenever P R Q, then there exists a v 0 fresh for P and Q s.t.:
P ?! P 0 , with not an input action, implies Q ?! Q 0 for some Q 0 s.t. P 0 R Q 0 , and P a(v)
?! P 0 , with v 2 val(P; Q; Eq) fv 0 g, implies Q a(v)
?! Q 0 for some Q 0 s.t. P 0 R Q 0 . We let P F Q if and only if P R Q for some F-bisimulation R.
Intuitively, doing case-analysis on input actions by considering just one fresh value su ces, because, under certain conditions, bisimulation is preserved by replacements of values with fresh values. It is worth to notice that the latter fact is not true in general. As an example, B(0) F a, where B(x) ( x = 0]a; but replacing 0 with 1 in B(0), we obtain B(1) 6 F a, because B(1) 6 a ?! .
Therefore, a certain care when dealing with such replacements is needed. Before proving the alternative characterization, we need a few properties of the transition system. In the following lemma and in the next theorem, we will suppose for simplicity that V ar, V al and Act are disjoint (the name-passing case requires only notational changes, which are covered, e.g., in MPW92]).
Here and in the sequel, a tuple of valuesṽ is fresh for an agent term P if each component ofṽ is fresh for P and all components are distinct.
Lemma 3.7 Let P be an agent term with fvar(P) x, and letṽ andw be two tuples of names fresh for P. ?! P 1 fw w 0=xyg, for any w 0 = 2w val(P; Eq), for some P 1 . In all cases,ṽ andw are fresh for P 1 .
Proof: By induction on the derivation of the transition Pfṽ=xg ?! P 0 . 2 Theorem 3.8 (Alternative characterization of bisimulation) P Q if and only if P F Q.
Proof: Clearly P Q implies P F Q, since the de ning clauses for are stronger than those for F . We show now the converse. More precisely, we show that the relation R = f(Pfw=xg; Qfw=xg) : fvar(P; Q) x and Pfṽ=xg F Qfṽ=xg forṽ,w fresh for P and Q g is a -bisimulation. This fact implies the thesis forw =x = ; . Suppose that Pfw=xg R Qfw=xg and that Pfw=xg ?! P 0 , for any . We have to nd a suitable \matching" transition from Qfw=xg.
We can distinguish three cases:
1. 2 Act or = aw 0 or = a(w 0 ), with w 0 2 val(P; Q; Eq); 2. = aw i or = a(w i ), with w i 2w; 3. = a(w 0 ) and w 0 = 2w val(P; Q; Eq).
Each of the cases 1-3 can be dealt with by relying on the corresponding part of Lemma 3.7. We concentrate here on case 3, as the other two are more easily dealt with. ?! Q 1 fw w 0=xyg def = Q 0 : Now, it is easy to see that P 0 R Q 0 : lettingṽ 0 def =ṽv 0 ,w 0 def =ww 0 andx 0 def =xy, we have that In this section we will deal with the complexity of the bisimilarity problem in the three dataindependent calculi. We will rst restrict ourselves to the simple value-passing case (i.e. we assume that V ar, V al and Act are pairwise disjoint) and then we will argue how the achieved results extend to the name-passing case.
Recall that in KS90, PT87] it has been shown that the bisimilarity problem for nite labeled transition systems can be solved in time polynomial in the sizes of the systems. Therefore, in order to establish decidability of bisimilarity in a given language, it su ces to show how to reduce the problem to a bisimilarity problem over nite labeled transition systems. This reduction is shown to be possible for data-independent languages in JP93].
Theorem 4.1 The bisimilarity problems for L v and L r are in P.
Proof: From the results of JP93] it follows that, given two data-independent processes P and Q we can construct two nite labeled transition systems G P and G Q such that P Q if and only if G P is bisimilar to G Q . Furthermore, for processes in L v , it is easy to see that the construction of Parrow and Walker can be carried out in polynomial-time in the syntactic sizes of P and Q.
Let us now consider L r . It is easy to see that if A is an identi er of arity n and (u 1 ; : : :; u n ), (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) are two n-tuples of values, then A(u 1 ; : : :; u n ) A(v 1 ; : : :; v n ). We can thus assume without loss of generality that every identi er in L r has arity zero. Under this assumption, it easily follows that any term P has an associated labeled transition system whose size is polynomially bounded in the size of P and Eq. proved that such a problem is decidable and NP-hard JP93], we will improve on this result and we will show that the problem is indeed PSPACE-hard. We rst need some preliminary de nitions in order to introduce quanti ed boolean formulas.
Let U = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g be a set of boolean variables. A truth assignment for U is a function t : U ! ftrue; falseg. If x is a variable in U, then x and :x are said to be literals over U. The literal x is true under t if t(x) = true and is false otherwise, while the literal :x is true under t if t(x) = false and is false otherwise.
A (conjunctive) 3-clause over U is the conjunction of three literals, e.g. c = x 1^: x 3^: x 4 . A clause is true under a truth assignment t if all its literals are true under t. A boolean formula in 3-disjunctive normal form (in short, a formula in 3DNF) is the disjunction of a set of 3-clauses, e.g. = (x 1^: x 3^: x 4 ) _(x 2^: x 3^x4 ). A formula is true under a truth assignment t if at least one of its clauses is true under t. A formula is a tautology if it is true under any truth assignment.
With a slight abuse of notation, we will admit that a literal may also be a member of the set ftrue; false; :true; :falseg. Each assignment t will map these special literals to the expected truth values. Moreover, let fb 1 =x 1 ; : : :; b k =x k g, where b i 2 ftrue; falseg, be the formula obtained from by substituting b i to x i for i = 1; : : :; k.
De nition 4.2 (Quanti ed boolean formula) A quanti ed boolean formula (in short, QBF) is a formula = Q 1 x 1 ; Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 , where 0 is a formula in 3DNF, fx 1 ; : : :; x n g is the set of variables occurring in 0 and, for any i = 1; : : :; n, Q i 2 f9; 8g is a quanti er. De 1. n = 0 and in 0 there is a true clause c; 2. Q 1 = 9 and either Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 ftrue=x 1 g or Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 ffalse=x 1 g is valid; 3. Q 1 = 8 and both Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 ftrue=x 1 g and Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 ffalse=x 1 g are valid.
Given a QBF , the QBF problem consists of deciding whether is valid: this is a PSPACEcomplete problem SM73], and it is easy to see that it remains PSPACE-complete even when restricted to formulas = Q 1 x 1 Q 2 x 2 : : :; Q n x n : 0 such that n is even and Q i = 9 if and only if Q i is odd. Let us call RQBF this restricted problem. We now come to describing the actual reduction. We will prove the statement by induction on k = n ? i. For i = n, let (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 ftrue; falseg n ; if B n (v 1 ; : : :; v n ; :v 1 ; : : :; :v n ) can perform the sequence of actions atrue:atrue:atrue, then it is bisimilar to T n , otherwise it is clearly bisimilar to E n .
Suppose The following corollary is just a special case (i = 0) of the previous lemma. The de nition of the identi ers can be easily constructed in polynomial time, thus it immediately follows the main result of this section. 
Data-Dependent Value-Passing
In this section we will show that the bisimilarity problem for the calculus L m;v is coNP-complete.
We will rst present a reduction from the coNP-complete problem 3-Tautology, thus establishing the coNP-hardness of the bisimilarity problem. Then we will show that it belongs to the class coNP.
The 3-Tautology problem consists in testing whether a given formula in 3DNF (see the preceding section) is a tautology or not. From the results of Coo71] it follows that any problem in coNP is polynomial-time reducible to 3-Tautology, that is, the 3-Tautology problem is coNP-hard. Table 4 . We will rst prove that is a tautology if and only if, for any (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 V al n , P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g Q 0 . From this fact, it easily follows that Q P( ) if and only if is a tautology. Note that P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g Q 0 if and only if one of its summands is equivalent to a. Let be a tautology, let (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 V al n . If (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 6 2 ftrue; falseg n , then one of the summands of the term R is equivalent to a, and thus P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g Q 0 . If, instead, (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 ftrue; falseg n , then consider the truth assignment t such that t(x i ) = v i for i = 1; : : :; n. Since is a tautology, then is true under t, that is, a clause c j exists such that c j is true under t. Thus, it is easy to see that P j fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g is equivalent to a, and hence P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g is equivalent to Q 0 .
Assume now that, for any (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 V al n , P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g Q 0 . Consider any truth assignment t for fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, and let (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) 2 V al n be de ned such that v i def = t(x i ). One of the summands of P 0 fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g is equivalent to a, and it cannot be any of the summands in R (they are all equivalent to a:a). Thus, a P j exists such that P j fv 1 =y 1 ; : : :; v n =y n g is equivalent to a: it follows that the clause c j is true under t. We have thus shown that for any truth assignment t, at least one of the clauses of is true under t, and this implies that is a tautology. 2 Theorem 5.2 The bisimilarity problem in L m;v is in coNP.
Proof: We will prove that the inequivalence problem (given P; Q in L m;v , decide whether P 6 Q) is in NP. Let us consider the nondeterministic algorithm in Figure 1 . We will prove that: 1. the algorithm runs in polynomial time (in the sizes of the terms);
2. if P Q all computations of the algorithm lead to rejection; 3. if P 6 Q there exists a computation of the algorithm leading to acceptance.
Runs in polynomial time. Consider the procedure B(P; Q). We prove by induction on jPj+jQj that B(P; Q) runs in a time O(jPj jQj). Note that the sum of the sizes of all terms present in the set I is less or equal than jPj; indeed each action pre x (including the input ones) enabled in P gives rise to exactly one pair in I. Similarly for J and Q. Now Thus, the running time of B(P; Q) is O( P (( ;P 0 );( ;Q 0 ))2I J jP 0 j jQ 0 j). Rearranging summands, the latter is re-written as O( P ( ;P 0 )2I jP 0 j ( P ( ;Q 0 )2J jQ 0 j)); due to the above stated facts on I and J, this expression is less or equal than P ( ;P 0 )2I jP 0 j jQj, which is in turn less or equal than jPj jQj. Always rejects bisimilar processes. Suppose P Q. We will prove that Non-equiv always rejects with input (P; Q), i.e. that all computations of B(P; Q) yield true, by induction on jPj+jQj. Since P Q, it follows by de nition that for any ( ; P 0 ) 2 I, there is ( ; Q 0 ) 2 J such that P 0 Q 0 ; by inductive hypothesis, the latter implies that B(P 0 ; Q 0 ) = true. Similarly, for any ( ; Q 0 ) 2 J, there is ( ; P 0 ) 2 I such that B(P 0 ; Q 0 ) = true. It thus follows that B(P; Q) = true (note that a formula universally quanti ed over an empty set is always true).
Non-deterministically accepts non-bisimilar processes. Let P 6 Q. We will prove that there is a computation of B(P; Q) that yields false, by induction on jPj + jQj. We rely on the nitary characterization of , De nition 3.6. It is easy to see that, when determining whether P 6 F Q, the fresh value v 0 to check in the input action clause can be chosen arbitrarily. More precisely, by exploiting Lemma 3.7, one can prove the following. Suppose that P 6 F Q and x any fresh v 0 .
Then one of the following two cases arises:
1. an action , with val( ) val(P; Q) fv 0 g, and a process P 0 exist such that P ?! P 0 and for any process Q 0 such that Q ?! Q 0 , P 0 6 Q 0 , or 2. an action , with val( ) val(P; Q) fv 0 g, and a process Q 0 exist such that Q ?! Q 0 and for any process P 0 such that P ?! P 0 , P 0 6 Q 0 .
Let us assume that rst case holds (the second one is perfectly symmetrical). There are two subcases, either is not an input action or = a(v), for some v 2 val(P; Q) fv 0 g. We deal only with the latter, since the former is easier. Consider now the computation of B(P; Q) where v is guessed. From 1. above, we have that for each ( ; Q 0 ) 2 J, P 0 6 Q 0 . Thus, by inductive hypothesis, for any such ( ; Q 0 ) there is a computation of B(P 0 ; Q 0 ) s.t. b( ; P 0 ; Q 0 ) = false. This implies that there is a computation of B(P; Q) which returns false. 2 Corollary 5.3 The bisimilarity problem in L m;v is coNP-complete.
Reducing Value-passing to Identi ers and Matching
We will exhibit a polynomial-time reduction of bisimilarity in L m;v;r to bisimilarity in L m;r . It is convenient here to separate the case of simple value-passing (V al, V ar and Act disjoint) and the case of name-passing (V ar = V al = Act). We will rst deal with simple value-passing, and then indicate the necessary modi cations to accommodate name-passing. We will rst give an informal account of the translation. The basic idea stems from De nition 3.6 and from Milner's translation of CCS with values into pure CCS with in nite summation Mil89]. As a rst approximation, we express each input process a(x):P as a nondeterministic sum P v2V av:Pf v =xg. Here, each av is a pure action uniquely associated with the channel a and the value v; V is a set of values, which is nite, but large enough to represent all \relevant" input actual parameters. However, in the presence of nested input actions, this solution would give rise to an exponential explosion of the size of translated term. To overcome this drawback, we exploit the ability of identi ers of handling parameters. Thus, we translate a(x):P as P v2V av:A(v), where A is an auxiliary identi er de ned by A(x) ( T and T is the translation of the subterm P. D( e 1 = e 2 ]P) = D(P) We come now to describing the actual translation. We assume an arbitrarily large supply of auxiliary identi ers of arity j, A 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 ; : : :, for any j 0, each distinct from the identi ers de ned in Eq. These auxiliary identi ers will be ranged over by the letters A; A 0 ; : : :. We assume that each input action a(v) (resp. output action av) is injectively associated a pure action av, (resp. av). We can suppose that, given any nite set of processes in L m;r and any action a(v) or av, pure actions av and av are distinct from any pure action occurring in the given set of processes. The above requirements can always be ful lled by suitable renamings of auxiliary identi ers. Formally, they could have been incorporated in the de nitions by xing some total ordering of auxiliary identi ers; then, whenever a new auxiliary identi er would be needed, the least not yet used identi er would be picked up.
The translation has to be applied to the set of identi ers de nitions, Eq, as follows:
De nition 6.2 Let Proof: By induction on the derivation of the transitions. Parts 1 and 2 are trivial, while parts 3 and 4 are similar to each other. As an example, we check item 3.
The only non-trivial cases are those in which the last rule applied is Inp or Ide. Below, we examine these two cases in detail. Since D(P 0 ) D(Eq), by inductive hypothesis, we have in L m;r : P 1 P 00 ] ] 0 f v =xg (1) for some P 00 P 0 and x, and furthermore P 0 0 a(v) ?! P 00 0 f v =xg in L m;v;r . From the latter, applying Ide, we get in L m;v;r :
Id(ẽ)
?! P 00 0 f v =xg: Now, P 00 P 0 implies P 00 Id(ỹ) and therefore (Lemma 3.2.2) P 00 0 Id(ẽ). Furthermore, (Lemma 6 
2
We now come to the correctness part. This is slightly more di cult, because we have to choose appropriately the parameter V 0 of the translation. The choice depends also on whether or not V al is in nite. In the next theorem, we assume that V al is in nite; the case when V al is nite will be easily accommodated afterward. Intuitively, V 0 must contain all \relevant" values, i.e. all values appearing in the two processes being compared and in their subterms, plus a reserve of fresh values. The latter must be polynomial in the size of the problem but large enough to provide fresh values for input transitions at each stage of the processes' evolution. Proof: Let the parameter V 0 of the translation be set as V 0 = val(P 0 ; Q 0 ; Eq) V , for some V fin V al s.t. V \ val(P 0 ; Q 0 ; Eq) = ; and jV j = 2 k + 1, where k = max(fjP 0 j; jQ 0 jg fjPj : P appears in Eqg). Over L m;v;r , de ne the relation R as follows: f(P 1 ; Q 2 ) : P 1 and Q 2 are closed, P P 0 ; Q Q 0 ; val( 1 ; 2 ) V 0 and P] ] 1 Q] ] 2 in L m;r g: We will show that R is an F-bisimulation: this fact and Theorem 3.8 imply the thesis. Let P 1 R Q 2 . We can suppose w.l.o.g. that the variables of 1 are fvar(P) and that the variables of 2 are fvar(Q). We only check the input clause (the second one) of De nition 3.6, since the other one is easier.
Note that V 0 val(P 1 ; Q 2 ; Eq) (Lemma 3.2.2). Furthermore V 0 contains a value v 0 s.t. v 0 = 2 val(P 1 ; Q 2 ; Eq): in fact, v 0 since P P 0 , Q Q O , in virtue of Lemma 3.2.1, P 1 , Q 2 and Eq together contain no more than 2 k distinct values. Therefore, according to De nition 3.6, clause two, it will su ce to show that for any transition P 1 a(v) 
Applying Proposition 6.4.3 to the above transition, we get: V 0 (as v 2 V 0 ). From (6) and (9), P 1 = P 0 0 1 and Q 1 = Q 0 0 2 , and both P 1 and Q 1 are closed. Now, from (7) and (8) 6.1 Name-passing
We indicate now the necessary changes to accommodate the name-passing case (Act = V ar = V al).
In a name-passing input action a(x):, not only the formal parameter x, but also the channel a is subject to be possibly instantiated. A similar comment also holds for the channel name-passing output. We can accomplish a proper treatment of input and output actions by an appropriate use of matching. More precisely, it su ces to replace the output (both av: and ax:) clauses and the input clause of the de nition of : ] ] in Table 6 
Identi ers and Matching Require Exponential Time
In this section, we will suppose that the set of values V al is in nite. Under this hypothesis, we shall prove the following result.
Lemma 7.1 Let AT be a canonical linear space ATM. Then, for any string x of length n, we can compute, in time polynomial in n, two processes P and Q of L m;r such that P Q if and only if x is accepted by AT.
The above lemma and Theorem 2.6 will immediately imply the EXP-hardness of L m;r .
Our construction will be somehow similar to that of Section 4. We shall de ne three identi ers A; S; F 1 . As a rst approximation, if c is a con guration of AT, then A( c) is a process that simulates the computation of AT starting from con guration c. In particular, if c 0 is the starting con guration of AT with input x, then the labeled transition system of A( c 0 ) is \ isomorphic" to GC AT(x) : there is a correspondence between con gurations c 2 GC AT(x) and processes A( c), and between nondeterministic branching of the ATM and nondeterministic choice in the process.
Furthermore, the processes corresponding to halting con gurations c 2 GC AT(x) can do a single action: a if c is accepting and b if c is rejecting. S (respectively, F) is de ned to be identical to A, except that states corresponding to halting con gurations always do a (respectively b). Thus, intuitively, A would be bisimilar to S in case AT accepts, and bisimilar to F otherwise. Indeed, the above straightforward construction fails to express alternation of quanti ers in terms of bisimulation, and has to be slightly modi ed. For example, assume that an existential con guration c of AT(x) branches into two con gurations, one accepting and one rejecting. Then c is accepting, and we would like the corresponding process A( c) to be bisimilar to S( c). But A( c) branches into both a rejecting and an accepting state, while S( c) branches into two accepting states: thus A( c) and S( c) could not be bisimilar. This inconvenience can be overcome if we assume that each state corresponding to an existential con guration always branches into at least one state corresponding to a rejecting con guration, and that each state corresponding to a universal con guration always branches into at least one state corresponding to an accepting con guration.
The actual de nition of identi ers A, S, and F is given in Tables 6{8. For simplicity, the denitions are given in the case of simple value-passing: the name-passing case requires few notational changes (adding the names of the channels and of the constants to the list of parameters in identi ers). As in Section 4, we shall split into three technical lemmas the proof that those identi ers indeed exhibit the desired behaviour.
Since no confusion can arise, in the following we will use GC as a shorthand for GC AT(x) . Lemma 7.2 Let c 1 ; c 2 2 GC be any two (not necessarily distinct) con gurations that halt within the same number of steps, then the following holds. Otherwise, assume that for any c 0 1 2 ( c 1 ) and for any c 0 2 2 ( c 2 ), the lemma is true for c 0 1 and c 0 2 . We claim that c 1 and c 2 are either both existential or both universal. Recall that AT is canonical, and thus all computation paths have the same length. Since c 1 and c 2 halt within the same number of steps, it follows that they are reached from the initial con guration after the same number of steps. Furthermore, existential and universal con gurations alternates at any step in AT (again because of canonicity), thus c 1 and c 2 are either both universal or both existential. We separately consider the two cases. 
The Parallel Composition Operator
In this section we consider adding the parallel composition operator j (see e.g. Mil89]) to the language described in Section 2. We will show that, for a certain restricted syntactic format, that of nite control processes, the bisimilarity problem with parallel composition is decidable and EXPcomplete. As a consequence, the bisimilarity problem is in EXP for all the fragments we have considered in the paper.
The syntax of the language L m;v;r is extended with the clause P ::= P j P : A(x) ( a(x):(A(x) j A(x)) : As a consequence, we cannot determine a nite set of names V 0 containing enough fresh names for the translation of : ] ] V 0 to work. This phenomenon is only due to the presence of parallel composition inside recursive de nitions. However, many processes commonly found in practice have a \static" structure, where parallel composition never occurs inside recursive de nitions. It is therefore meaningful to con ne ourselves to this class of parallel processes, which are called \ nite control". The corresponding sub-language will be indicated with L m;v;r;p .
Let us call L m;r;p the sublanguage of L m;v;r;p without input/output primitives. We can extend the translation : ] ] V 0 to a translation from L m;v;r;p to L m;r;p , by just adding the clauses:
The proofs of operational correspondences (Proposition 6.4) for the new encoding are easily extended, while the proof of Completeness (Theorem 6.5) carries over formally unchanged. We list now the few modi cations necessary in the proof of Correctness (Theorem 6.6).
It is easy to see that if P P 0 then the size of P cannot exceed k def = jP 0 j maxfjRj : R appears in Eqg: In a similar way, we can determine an upper bound h to the size of every subterm of Q 0 . Thus, we are sure that we can always nd the fresh value v 0 needed in the proof by just taking, in the de nition of V 0 , a set V fin V al s.t. V \ val(P 0 ; Q 0 ; Eq) = ; and jV j = maxfh; kg + 1. Note in particular that the size of V 0 is still polynomial w.r.t. the sizes of P 0 , Q 0 and Eq. Modulo this modi cation, the proof carries over unchanged. A consequence of these considerations is the following:
Proposition 8.1 The bisimilarity problem in L m;v;r;p is equivalent to the bisimilarity problem in L m;r;p , up to polynomial-time reduction.
Note that every process P 2 L m;r;p has a nite transition system; more precisely, since the size of every term reachable from P cannot exceed k, for the quantity k de ned above, there are at most n k di erent states in the transition system, where n is the number of di erent values present in P and in Eq; this cannot exceed the size of the bisimilarity problem. Note that k too is a polynomial function of the size of the problem. It follows the bisimilarity problem in L m;r;p can be solved in exponential time using, for example, the algorithm by Page and Tarjan It is worth to notice that, even in the absence of values, the presence of parallel composition implies an exponential blow-up of the number of states. This is implicitly present, for example, in the so-called \expansion law" Mil89]: a j b a:b + b:a. In general, it is easy to see that the process a 1 j j a n (for distinct a i 's) has 2 n states. However, the above theorem tells us that the computational complexity due to parallel composition itself is not greater than that caused by the handling of data-values.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the decidability and the complexity of bisimilarity in fragments of CCS with values and of the -calculus. We considered both a data-independent setting, in which processes are allowed to send and receive data, but cannot do any test on them, and a simple data-dependent one, in which processes can only perform equality tests.
In the literature, some variants of bisimulation have been proposed, such as late bisimilarity MPW92, PS95] and open bisimilarity San93]. Many of the results presented in the paper extend to these equivalences. In particular, both late and open bisimilarity are PSPACE-hard over the data-independent processes, because the three equivalences coincide in this case (see e.g. PS95]).
Our paper is mainly related to JP93]. There, Jonsson and Parrow prove that bisimilarity is decidable in the data-independent language L v;r , by showing that the in nitely many transitions due to an input action can be reduced to a single, suitably chosen, schematic action JP93]. The latter is characterized as the receipt of the least value (w.r.t. to a xed ordering of values) not \used" in the considered process. This approach yields the polynomial-time tractability of some restricted cases. On the other hand, the technique cannot be used in a data-dependent setting, mainly because in the presence of the equality test, determining the set of \used" values of a process becomes very complex (perhaps undecidable). In this paper, we have taken a less radical approach to deal with the in nite-state problem: instead of substituting in nitely many actions with a single one, we replace them with a \moderate" number of actions (the ones corresponding to the set V 0 ). Jonsson and Parrow also show that L v;r is NP-hard, by means of a quite involved reduction from the clique problem. Here, we have for the same language a stronger result with an easier technique.
A question that is left open by the present work is the exact complexity of bisimilarity in L v;r . This language looks quite simpler than L m;v;r . Indeed, it is possible to show that a process of L m;v;r exists that is not bisimilar to any process of L v;r , that is, L m;v;r has more expressive power than L v;r . Even if such observation has no immediate complexity-theoretic implication, we suspect that a polynomial-space algorithm exists for the bisimilarity problem in L v;r .
In the data-dependent setting, we showed the EXP-completeness of the bisimilarity problem. This is the stronger intractability result proved to date for a decidable bisimilarity problem. The reduction establishing such result does not make use of the value-passing operators: this is hardly surprising in view of our proof that the full language can be compositionally translated in polynomial time into the fragment L m;r without value-passing.
The parallel composition operator is known to create an exponential blow-up of the size of the labeled transition systems. This motivates the common belief that adding such operator to a language generally increases the complexity of the bisimilarity problem. Indeed, we have showed that if the parallel composition operator is never used inside recursive de nition, then adding it to L m;v;r does not increase the complexity of bisimilarity, that remains EXP-complete (Theorem 8.2). The latter result implies that, given two processes P and Q in L m;v;r;p , we can compute in polynomial time two processes P 0 and Q 0 in L m;r such that P Q if and only if P 0 Q 0 . However, the result does not imply any apparent relationship between the syntactic structure of P and Q and that of P 0 and Q 0 . It would be interesting to nd, in the spirit of the translation from L m;v;r;p to L m;r;p , a compositional reduction from L m;r;p to L m;r that would show how to \express" the parallel composition operator using the other operators.
In HL95, HL93, San93, BD94], notions of symbolic bisimulation are investigated for both CCS with value-passing and -calculus, aiming at a more e cient representation of bisimilarity. Our results show that, even for very simple fragments, it is very unlikely that e cient algorithms exist. It remains to be seen whether symbolic techniques give some bene ts on the average.
